A Plandemic... With Chinese Characteristics

In 2012, under the Obama-Biden administration, the Committee on Foreign Investment in the United States (CFIUS) allowed
BGI-Group Shenzhen (China) to purchase Complete Genomics Inc. in San Jose (USA). This move paved the way for China's
stranglehold, particularly on the West Coast, in genome biology. BGI-Group signed a number of MOUs with universities, the Bill and
Melinda Gates Foundation, and the city of Seattle beginning in 2016. On February 17, 2021, the Biden-Harris administration
announced plans to have the CDC fund the Global Science Initiative and Primary Source (GISAID) for $200M. GISAID is a DNA
repository run out of Germany that is funded by the CDC, DHHS, WHO, Pfizer, GSK, Roche, and Merck... just to name a few.
GISAID's DNA database is processed by the China National GeneBank, which is owned by the CCP and operated by BGI-Group. The
current COVID-19 delta variant scheme is a tangled web spun by a series of donors and GISAID, who is acting as a shell
organization for a company with a history of aiding and abetting the CCP's unspeakable brutality and ruthless conquest.

The CNGB is funded by the CCP, WHO, pharma, and Bill Gates
The CNGB in Shenzhen, CN is the world's largest DNA databank
BGI-operated CNGB is an official partner of the GISAID initiative

Americans get COVID-19 data from the CDC
The CDC gets COVID-19 data from the NIH and GISAID
The NIH and GISAID both get COVID-19 data from the CNGB

In 2016, the University of Washington in Seattle
and Washington State University both signed MOUs
with BGI-Group to advance biomedical research in China

In January of 2017, the Gates family and the Bill and
Melinda Gates Foundation had already donated more than
1.25 billion dollars to the University of Washington in Seattle

The CNGB partnered with GISAID on March 17, 2020
9 days later, the FDA issued an Emergency Authorization in
the U.S. for the SARS-2019-nCoV PCR Kits built by BGI-Group
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In July of 2021, it was reported that BGI-Group
had collected the DNA of more than 8.4 million pregnant
women from around the world through a pre-natal test kit

Joe Biden (whose son Hunter has worked with BGI executives)
rolled out a $200M CDC genome sequencing investment in Feb.
2021 - U.S. delta variant data from GISAID exploded soon after

Bill Gates, the Biden-Harris administration, and China are
funding GISAID so BGI can store, analyze, and track America's
DNA to control the pandemic narrative and enforce their agenda

Under Trump, in July 2020, the U.S. Department of
Commerce sanctioned two Chinese subsidiaries of BGI
for their repression and abusive DNA collection of Uyghurs

The genocidal CCP, with help from Bill Gates and the
compromised President of the United States, has allowed
BGI-Group to amass Americans' DNA - what will they do next?
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"Our patience is wearing thin..."
"The unvaccinated minority
can cause a lot of damage,
and they are..."
Because delta variant data...
(from $200M of CDC funding)
(in collaboration with the U.S. NIH)
(who partners with the GISAID initiative)
(who partners with the National China GeneBank)
(who's owned by BGI-Group based in Shenzhen, China)

SAYS SO!
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